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To the Reader

Let us imagine a pebble being thrown into the middle of a 
pond. As it splashes on the surface of the water, it stirs up concen-
tric ripples. These ripples spread out in widening circles. As they 
do so, they cause other things to happen, in varying degrees and 
intensity, depending on what lies along their path.

Just as a pebble cast into the water stirs up ripples, every-
thing we do on the mental, emotional and physical-etheric levels 
reverberates and has a ripple effect on the surrounding universe. 
Even when we blink, we cause a flurry in the most distant stars. 
Emotional and mental actions have an even stronger effect than 
physical ones because the energy on the levels where they take 
place is less condensed and the interactions are more intense. 
There is no movement in the world that does not give rise to new 
movements. The modulating power of this mechanism that links 
action to reaction is called the law of cause and effect, or the law 
of karma.

Furthermore, the consequences of a movement reflect back 
to its generating source in order to maintain the equilibrium of the 
universe, that is to say, the effects of an action return to the point 
of origin. This is called karmic return. 

Karmic return can be positive or negative, depending on 
the quality of the original cause and on the transformations the 
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Introduction

This book came about as a response to the need expressed by 
many people to become familiar with the law of karma in order to 
be helped in dealing with what it implies and, above all, to learn 
how to transcend it.

Although widely disseminated in many Eastern countries, 
the law of karma has rarely been taught in Western culture. Daily 
news and reports stressed by the media reveal that it is still practi-
cally unknown. Murders, robberies, accidents, victories, celebra-
tions, gatherings, and rivalries — all these would be looked at 
differently if the law of karma were taken into account. Anyone 
who is familiar with karma knows that there is no such thing as 
coincidence, victim, culprit or reason for bewilderment, no matter 
what may happen. 

According to the law of karma, everything grows out of 
what was sown in the past. Thus we can understand that impov-
erishment, need and hostility stem from former erroneous actions, 
whereas true abundance is the fruit of good works. One should 
also keep in mind that, depending on one's attitudes, negative situ-
ations can be avoided or redirected. 

Nevertheless, although destiny is governed by the law of 
karma, some circumstances cannot be attributed solely to its 
influence, such as the cancer suffered by Sri Ramana Maharshi 

impulse undergoes along its course through the Universe. In gen-
eral, people have not realized this; they have not become aware 
of the law of karma. This is why they carelessly keep throwing 
pebbles into the water without giving a thought as to what will 
happen afterward.

If we understand the law of karma, we see that the events 
of our life that make up the pattern of our earthly destiny are not 
a punishment meted out by a pitiless God, or a whim of mere 
chance, but the interaction between cause and effect. The law of 
karma makes it possible to restore equilibrium to the imbalances 
that have been generated. Understanding this encourages us to 
simplify our lives and to avoid the conflict we normally stir up. 

Although until now this material law has been basic for the 
evolutionary process of the Earth, human beings have always had 
the possibility of transcending it. This possibility is now being 
extended to a greater number of individuals and the entire planet 
is experiencing a unique transformation.

Going back to the analogy of the pebble thrown into the 
pond, we could say that the ripples spread mostly over the surface 
of the water. As the pebble sinks, the surroundings react in differ-
ent ways. Likewise, the law of karma acts on the dense surface 
levels of existence. However, on deeper levels we are not guided 
by the law of karma but by what is known as the higher law of 
evolution or by even higher aspects of the law of equilibrium.

Many people are now being prepared to go on to higher lev-
els of the law of evolution, to live consciously on deeper levels of 
being. This is the focus of the reflections presented in this book.

     Trigueirinho
          2003
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cal reality can penetrate the material levels. Suffering is experi-
enced in order for this reality to bring about healing above and 
beyond any law of materiality, and in this way, to manifest tran-
scendent power and omniscience. Anyone who chooses to deepen 
silent reflection will find other meanings in events that happen in 
this world for the glory of God.

Furthermore, there are circumstances in our lives that may 
not be related to the rebalancing of past deeds, or to an offering 
for the purification of humanity, or even to the sublime grace2 
alluded to above. These events could be leading the way to new 
dimensions of our being, in preparation for what will be lived in 
the future. The way they happen, however, does not go against 
the law of karma but applies it in accordance with higher laws. 



As has been stated, the law of karma is little studied in the 
West. However, even though not widespread, information about it 
has always been available. Those who begin to tread the spiritual 
path consciously will, in one way or another, get to know the law 
of karma in order to understand the events that destiny brings, 
and to cooperate in transforming them. 

The law of karma is a basic aspect of spiritual instruction. It 
must be pointed out that submitting to it is merely one stage in 
the evolution of the human species. Once we have lived a certain 
stage of karma intelligently, we go on to other stages in which the 
soul is freed to follow broader paths not confined by the limita-
tions of the ego. 

Those who understand the teachings of the law of karma 

(India, 1879 — 1950). The illnesses of certain spiritual teachers, or 
of people on the path to holiness, are outside this sphere. These 
ailments are often a service rendered for the sake of humanity, not 
a retribution for past misdeeds. In such cases they can be offered 
up as the hidden and silent labor of one's physical cells, which 
reverberates in a beneficial and purifying way on the karma of all 
humanity.

All the atoms that exist come from a single repository. When 
we incarnate, we attract a portion of these atoms to make up our 
cells and to form our bodies. In this way we take on a part of the 
general karma of the planet's atoms. Likewise, whatever purifica-
tion we carry out within ourselves is reflected on this repository 
when the atoms are returned at the end of an incarnation.

In her writings, Saint Teresa of Ávila1 describes how it was 
clear to her when some religious person under her guidance suf-
fered an ailment for the sake of the world or, as she would say, 
“mortification taken on for the love of God.” It was also evident 
when the affliction was the result of imperfections or even of a 
merely circumstantial malaise.

While most situations stem from reactions to past actions, 
some are taken on as a service to humanity. However, there are 
also those situations that simply occur for the greater glory of God. 
The latter are almost always incomprehensible to the rational 
mind. A typical example can be found in the Biblical account of 
the man born blind and cured by Jesus. His blindness came about 
through no fault of his own or of his parents, for none of them had 
engendered the causes for that blindness in a past life. 

What is meant by something that happens for the glory of 
God? It is a special opportunity in which sparks from supraphysi-

1110

1 See Saint Teresa of Ávila (1515 — 1582),  The Life of Saint Teresa of Ávila By Herself, 
translation by J.M. Cohen [Penguin Books: New York, USA, 1957].

2 Grace. The action of supraphysical energies on material planes. Grace is the out-
ward expression of something that has already take place in the inner world.



Part  1

The Law of Karma

 

will find in them important keys for a harmonious way of living. 
Moreover, they will get a glimpse of the path that leads to areas of 
consciousness in which the higher law of evolution replaces this 
wise material law.

Many changes occur in the lives of those who take up their 
evolutionary process. As their consciousness expands, their lives 
become increasingly all-inclusive and therefore guided by more 
powerful and far-reaching energies. In this way they free them-
selves from the limited circle of merely personal affairs in order to 
take an active part in the infinite work of universal creation. They 
are uplifted to another level of beingness and creative energy can 
flow through them more freely.

Everyone who is open to transformation and to the realities 
of supraphysical worlds is receiving help intensely. These worlds 
are already a part of our lives on the inner planes and their pulsa-
tion can presently be detected in many hearts. The healing work 
that is carried out on subtle levels brings great harmony, purifica-
tion and elevation.

In these times human beings are able to live various stages of 
evolution concurrently. This indicates that new laws are present 
and are being implemented in the environs of our planet. Thus, 
now more than ever, to understand and rise above the law of 
karma is within humanity's reach. 

12



Karma and Neutrality

The law of cause and effect, or law of karma, can be sum-
marized in the well-known saying, “You reap what you sow.” 
According to this law, actions, feelings and thoughts produce 
effects that, sooner or later, return to those who produced them. 
Thus, what one experiences today determines what will happen 
in the future. This is why some less philosophical languages have 
used the word destiny to translate the Sanskrit term karma, or 
karman. The Sanskrit term, however, includes broader meanings, 
such as the impulse to seek moral awakening. 

Because of its precision and clarity, the law of karma is 
extremely simple, both to understand and to take into account in 
our daily life. It was one of the first laws to be given to human-
ity. In the Bible we can see one of its most primary aspects in 
the Mosaic principle, “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.” An 
example of the more profound aspects can be found in the classic 
Bhagavad-Gita,1 the epic written in ancient India, in which Prince 
Arjuna discovers the freedom that comes from acting without 
any attachment to the outcome of his deeds. The Bhagavad-Gita 
teaches that:

He who has abandoned all attachment to the fruit of works,  

15

1 See The Gita, translated by Sri Aurobindo, with comments by Shyam Sunder 
Jhunjhunwala [Pondicherry: Auropublications, 1974].



Those who are no longer attached to any deed, whether 
positive or negative, can transcend the ties that bind them to 
what happens and therefore can overcome bonds with the law 
of karma. Jesus summed this up in the injunction: “to be in this 
world but not of this world.” 

A spider builds its universe without getting wrapped up in 
it. Yet, when building life on Earth, we human beings usually get 
involved and become attached to what we experience and create. 
It is as though we were locked in a room with only a tiny candle 
for a light. We see dimly as we go through many experiences in 
this beloved prison. We spin a web of personal thoughts, dreams, 
desires and goals. So we go on building our lives without being 
able to see the true design that has long been planned for us. We 
get tangled up in the threads of our web.

There comes a moment, however, when we, the spinner, 
hear a command from within: “Destroy your beloved web.” Then 
we begin to detach ourselves, to let go of old ties and to avoid 
building superfluous bonds. Finally we enter the path of return 
to the worlds from which we, as sheer consciousness, one day 
departed. 

is ever satisfied of soul and is without dependence;  
such a man, even though he engages in action, does nothing.

He has no personal hopes,  
he has his heart and self under control,  
he has renounced all sense of possession;  
by doing actions only with the body, he does not incur sin.

Content with whatever gain may come to him,  
lifted beyond the dualities, devoid of jealousy,  
equal in success and failure,  
he is not bound even when he acts.

(IV, 20-22)



Those who seek the spiritual path become open to manifest 
goodness, truth and beauty, which are to be found within them-
selves and in the universe. However, the highest expression of the 
intrinsic harmony in life requires total freedom and release from 
all ties that bind consciousness to matter, even positive ones. For 
this to take place, more than good deeds are necessary to balance 
negative ones: actions must be carried out with complete neutral-
ity. 

In fact, to seek liberation it is not enough to do good and 
thereby to sow seeds of a promising future, for this generates 
positive ties. Liberation comes from detachment from everything 
that one does, feels or thinks. This indicates an advanced state 
of evolution. Although surrounding conditions stir up emotional 
and mental entanglement in what is going on within and around 
them, there are people who do strive to attain liberation.

The law of karma focuses on continual progression toward 
harmony, especially by means of detached service to the universal 
good. Neutrality is the most direct way to achieve this.

1716



A Law with Many  
Faces

The law of karma is but one aspect, a material one, of the 
more all-encompassing law of equilibrium, which governs all exis-
tence.

The law of equilibrium is everywhere — from the throb-
bing of tiny atoms to the pulsation of the stars. It is expressed in 
different ways and on different levels, but always guiding beings 
toward fulfillment. Up until now, spiritual teaching for earthly 
humanity has had to emphasize its more concrete expression, that 
is, the law of karma, because it has been one of the foremost direc-
tives for life on the surface of the planet.

The law of equilibrium can be perceived on various levels:

 as it governs the external existence of beings and their 
evolution within the sphere of planetary life, in which 
case it is called the law of karma;

 as it governs the interaction of beings with the life of the 
solar system, in which case it is called the higher law of 
evolution;

 as it governs the interaction of beings with cosmic life, in 
which case it is expressed in still purer forms.

19



because a single incarnation would never suffice to balance out so 
many unwise human deeds.

The law of karma works basically on the mental, emotional 
and physical-etheric levels of life, whereas the higher law of evo-
lution works on the intuitive and spiritual levels, and even purer 
forms of the law of equilibrium work on the monadic and divine 
levels.

Levels	 Bodies	and	Nuclei		 Law	in	Action
of	Consciousness	 of	the	Being

1 — Divine  Monadic regent   

2 — Monadic  Monad  

3 — Spiritual  Body of Light  

4 — Intuitive  Soul  

5 — Mental  Abstract mental body 
 and concrete mental body   

6 — Astral  Astral (emotional) body  

7 — Physical-etheric  Physical-etheric body 

Laws in action on different levels of consciousness

Under the law of karma people believe that they are set apart 
from the universe. In this way one either keeps on living one's own 
processes or one adapts to the processes of others. This takes place 
through the various ties and links that are built progressively. By 
becoming attached to someone or something, one takes on the 
karma of the object of this attachment.

The law of karma functions on the dense levels of the 
universes. From the minute single cell to the immense galaxies, 
everything on the level of matter is governed by the law of karma. 
It is an exact, perfect law that maintains equilibrium on the dense 
level. Within humanity the external existence of those who have 
not yet awakened to the spiritual law is entirely governed by the 
material aspects of the law of karma. The extent to which this 
material aspect of the law of equilibrium predominates in deter-
mining the course of one's life, will depend on the extent of one's 
involvement and ties with the world of matter.

The law of karma is expressed in a very specific way on 
Earth. It almost always takes on negative characteristics because 
by using free will human beings make choices based on their own 
needs and individual desires. Very rarely do they take into account 
a general need or an aspect of the Plan of Evolution. Because of 
this, they go on engendering more karmic debits than credits and 
do very little to balance out this dissonant state. Due to lack of 
neutrality, they keep on creating more ties. 

For people in general, the law of karma is a tool for purifica-
tion, a ‘school’ in which they learn how to use their free will. Such 
a precise and unfailing tool is needed to provide an accurate coun-
terbalance for actions that are very often contrary to the higher 
rhythms of the cosmos. 

While human beings blindly try to build their earthly exis-
tence, the law of karma watches over them like an infinitely wise 
master. While they devastate the planet for personal gain and 
heedlessly rush headlong into pleasure and gratification, pain 
and suffering prove to be the most adequate tools of the law of 
karma to teach them. This impressive method has been applied to 
human evolution ever since the beginning. Compulsory physical 
death and birth have always been part of this instruction of karma 

2120
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The Earth is undergoing rapid transformation and the action 
of purifying forces will be intensified. Those who undertake the 
commitment to cooperate with this evolutionary transformation 
discover within themselves the joy of service and of self-surren-
der. They practice detachment, since they realize that forms are 
ephemeral and that essence is indestructible.

On the other hand, under the higher law of evolution human 
beings follow cyclical and orderly universal movements. These 
movements are part of the evolution of groups of souls. Thus the 
repetitive experiences characteristic of those who are living on the 
surface of life, symbolically represented by life on the surface of a 
material planet, no longer have to take place. The surface or outer 
face of a planet corresponds to its more peripheral consciousness. 
However, it also encompasses in its sphere a supraphysical life that 
corresponds to its deeper consciousness, its imperishable essence.

Some aspects of the law of karma are flexible. Whenever 
possible, destiny offers human beings altruistic tasks which are 
not aimed only at the material side of life. Such opportunities 
to develop beyond the concrete level are as necessary for an indi-
vidual as for all humanity. They pave the way for one of the most 
important steps toward liberation: the detached offering up of the 
results of one's own actions and a fuller surrender of self. In the 
present times this kind of dispassion has special and widespread 
repercussion. 

Life on Earth should pulsate translucently and manifest 
one of the vibratory patterns safeguarded by the solar archetype.2  

Essence and form should be unified; the human being is the link 
for this unification. 

Neither the pain that is present in human life so as to bring 
about the balance of karmic return, nor obscureness, will any 
longer veil the sight of those who surrender themselves to this 
essence. These beings will become rays of shining light announc-
ing new times.

2322

2 Solar	archetype. The energy structure that contains patterns of perfection to be 
expressed by the present solar system.



Part 2

Karma in the Life of  
Human Beings



What Karma Teaches Us

We know that on Earth there has always been violence and 
the massacre of the innocent. Members of the human kingdom, 
as well as of the animal, plant and mineral kingdoms, have been 
exploited.

Since cycles of unbalanced action and cycles of consequences 
stemming from that action have followed one after another with-
out ever being resolved, the web of karma continues. It takes 
humanity a long time to realize that right living, with the renun-
ciation of desire, is the direct way to liberation. The Buddha was 
quite explicit in this regard. Nevertheless, his teachings have had 
little impact on the daily life of most people over the centuries, 
although such teachings are indeed alive in the inner worlds.

As long as human beings understand facts from the point of 
view of their beliefs, or act according to their personal knowledge, 
they remain subject to the consequences of their actions and to 
the need to balance out the ensuing effects. In other words, they 
remain subject to the law of karma. Their deeds can contribute 
little to the good of the All since they are based on individual 
or egocentric intentions and are always in need of neutralizing 
reactions, which can come through other persons or through 
nature. Such reactions can purify, for they dismantle the unsound 
structures of individuals, groups and even entire nations or civi-

27



for balance and harmony. All that we are, and everything that 
surrounds us, are to become instruments of service and be used 
appropriately. For example, water, electricity, food, money, trans-
portation, work, sleep, spoken words, feelings, thoughts — noth-
ing belongs to us any longer. Everything is seen for what it really 
is: an expression of this all-powerful Consciousness.

Karmic debts are brought on by humans because they regard 
themselves as being separated from the One Consciousness and 
they identify themselves with only a part of the whole and with 
transience. Most people have not generally been freed from the 
earthly conditioning of karma. They are unable to deal with two 
of the forces opposed to evolution: the force of desire for what is 
superfluous and the force of illusion that presents the physical 
level as the only or the most important reality. By neutralizing 
these two forces life can become less constrained by karma and, 
consequently, freer.



At a set time the inner being leaves the physical body to 
become discarnate. Periodically it needs to remain apart from the 
world of matter to synthesize its experiences and to prepare better 
conditions for the future, according to the karma woven by the 
ego during its stay on Earth. These conditions include the building 
of more suitable bodies for the new situations the incarnating soul 
will encounter. 

It is mainly between incarnations that the inner and immor-
tal being re-appraises its past actions, feelings and thoughts. If 
moderately evolved, it decides to balance out the disharmony gen-
erated in its most recent incarnation. The decisions that the inner 
being makes, however, are only clear while it remains outside of 
the physical body. 

lizations. However, if these are imbued with human forces, they 
will provoke further reactions. Thus, karmic entanglement of this 
humanity continues to be generated and keeps on spreading. 

Nevertheless, much can be done by those who are already 
aware of the need to change this vicious pattern. As they take on 
the rhythms of the higher law of evolution, they can embody new 
conditions and contribute to the transformation of the face of the 
Earth. But, first of all, they must learn to conduct themselves in 
accordance with the governance of the law of karma.

We are continually building both positive and negative 
karma. Depending on our attitudes, we transform or free ourselves 
from it. Therefore, we must work with karma throughout our 
time on Earth.

Each of us has a basic karma that includes the date of our 
birth and death, absence or presence of congenital ailments, as 
well as significant encounters and incidents, serious accidents 
and other decisive events during incarnation. We all build the 
web of our own life within this basic karma, which exists prior 
to our actual physical birth. Depending on our life situations we 
either lighten or overburden our journey. In principle, basic karma 
should be fully accepted. Things can only improve after one has 
assented to one's karma. 

In the lessons that the law of karma offers, even gifts come 
as tests: we must discover how to make good use of talents and 
assets that life gives us. When we waste available resources, 
whether they be material, intellectual or spiritual, we generate 
restrictive karma. This means these resources will be lacking either 
in this lifetime or in a future one, to the detriment of the assign-
ments we are meant to fulfill.

Since everything is contained in the One Consciousness, the 
source of all that exists, no detail is to be overlooked in our quest 
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law of karma. Hercules killed the one who had welcomed him and 
later on he saved someone who needed to be freed. Mature enough 
to begin to understand life and death, which are really one and the 
same, the hero was then better prepared to face new tasks.

The myth of the Labors of Hercules traces a route to be fol-
lowed by those who perceive the importance of rising above the 
law of karma and of being freed from the unending turning of the 
wheel of rebirth on the surface of the Earth.

This particular Labor shows how each and every act rever-
berates infinitely, stirring up vibrations on all levels of conscious-
ness. Worthy actions balance out previous dissonant ones and 
dissolve the karma engendered. The Labor highlights the fact 
that by paying karmic debts we begin to dissolve innate human 
antagonism. As personal karma becomes balanced, our masculine 
and feminine aspects also gain equilibrium, opening the way to 
higher evolution.



Certain basic practices, such as harmlessness and compas-
sion, when incorporated into life, help people to free themselves 
from the karmic web that binds them to cycles of reincarnation. 

One rarely remembers that aggressive attitudes almost 
always spring from insecurity. People who are aggressive usually 
feel that their personal values are being threatened. Only love and 
neutrality, and never negative reactions, can induce someone to 
transcend aggression. The web of negative karma can only be dis-
sipated by action based on fraternal love and by firm self-control. 
In this way, one avoids getting carried away by conflicts and one 
does not become the cause of further adverse reactions.

To maintain this attitude one must truly aspire to everyone's 

When reincarnating, the new mental, emotional and  
physical-etheric bodies have almost no conscious memory of what 
took place in former lives, or of the decisions made outside of the 
material sphere. It is in the body of the soul, which is more subtle, 
that this new impulse and clarity of resolution become registered 
in a lucid way. In most cases, when incarnating, the person is 
unaware of what he or she really came to do on Earth. This can be 
seen in the doubts many people have when making choices in life.

Thus, people rarely recognize opportunities to balance past 
faults. Such opportunities usually go beyond superficial human 
interests that are influenced by both heredity and environment. 
They do not readily accept occasions to be of service to others or 
to manifest compassion. They scorn the weakness of others and 
discard such occasions as being troublesome. In this way, they 
forgo these opportunities for growth in consciousness and the 
subsequent liberation.

As the soul matures it begins guiding and enlightening the 
personality with wisdom and compassion. This permits us to 
become aware of evolutionary decisions increasingly being made 
between incarnations. The possibility for the light of the soul to 
penetrate external consciousness can be perceived whenever soul 
contact is established. This light can increase in us when there 
is commitment and receptivity on the part of our external con-
sciousness.



In the myth of Hercules, as described in our book, Time for 
Inner Growth — The Myth of Hercules Today, there is an episode in 
which the hero saves a young lady who was devoured by a mon-
ster. By doing so, he balances out his former deed of accidentally 
killing a queen. This episode contains some clear lessons about the 
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had formerly ignored. In this way, the process she was supposed 
to undergo was alleviated to the point that the end of her life was 
quite serene.



Great changes begin to take place when we surrender to a 
higher level of existence. As our state of consciousness expands, 
we enter a more general karma and begin to be governed by a des-
tiny that is the interplay of various higher destinies. It is no longer 
our individual karma that now prevails in what happens to us, but 
rather the interplay of the karma of groups, nations and even of 
the planet. Our lives become integrated with more powerful forces 
and we go beyond the sphere of personal limitations.

I know of persons who were in great material need and this 
need was met when they began to dedicate themselves unself-
ishly to the spiritual path and to serve through altruistic groups. 
I know of others who were liberated from personal karmic ties to 
serve in the wider spheres, such as a country or the planet. Persons 
who had once been bound by basic duties and confined by fam-
ily circles suddenly found themselves undergoing transformation 
and becoming released so that they could dedicate their time and 
energy to universal causes. This does not mean denying the value 
of duties to be fulfilled, even on the most restrictive and personal 
levels. Karmic debts can be adjusted and new conditions can arise, 
setting even indispensable persons free to take on greater tasks. 

Cooperation is of great significance. Universal service is car-
ried out by a group or by various groups, not an individual. This 
kind of service needs the participation of human beings who are 
awakening to higher evolutionary values. These beings may or 
may not be incarnate. 

growth. This prevents stirring up resentment that engenders more 
disharmony. The certainty that each one of us carries light and 
goodness within makes it possible for one to trust in the latent 
potential of others and to manifest peaceful attitudes. Thus, 
some day human relationships can become fraternal, free from 
the bonds and the animosity that negative experiences invariably 
provoke. 



Those who seek to evolve should learn to be patient and 
to sharpen their sense of observation. At certain stages of life 
someone may think that, despite all efforts, no progress is being 
made or that nothing meaningful is happening. However, this is 
not so. Those who earnestly seek evolution become deeply trans-
formed and events foreseen in their basic karma can be alleviated 
or averted. The date of disincarnating can be postponed, illnesses 
can be lightened and accidents can be halted or have their effects 
minimized. This occurs due to a person's newly developed higher 
qualities. As people make themselves more useful, their lives begin 
to take on new aspects and conditions. They respond to needs 
beyond merely personal ones and this becomes a part of their 
lives.

We pay a lot of attention to the negative things that happen 
to us, but we have no idea of the afflictions and problems that we 
have avoided by working consciously with our karma. For exam-
ple, I knew a woman who was destined to suffer one of the most 
painful forms of cancer. She fulfilled the destiny of suffering that 
illness, but without any physical pain. As it happened, between 
the moment when her inner self chose this method of purification 
and the time when the cancer was to set in, this person carried out 
many charitable deeds and became aware of spiritual laws that she 
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Family Ties in the  
Karmic Web

Significant karmic ties come into play within a family 
group. The situations that a soul encounters in the family environ-
ment can either help or hinder its growth. Therefore, being able 
to participate in choosing the family group before incarnating is 
an important step for the soul. The possibility of taking conscious 
part in the preparation and formation of its future family environ-
ment depends on the soul's level of evolution.

Less evolved souls do not make this choice. They yearn for 
experiences in the material world so they are attracted to certain 
couples by emotional and mental links. But to a certain extent 
souls of average evolution can foresee their family group and even 
prepare themselves on inner planes to become a part of this group 
on the physical level. 

Souls that are already able to choose their family group 
do not always decide to live with persons with whom they will 
have congenial and happy relationships. Since they have already 
acquired certain maturity, they seek to settle their debts with the 
world of matter and with their karmic group so that they can 
become integrated into universal relationships. They plan their 
incarnation in order to progress on the way to liberation. They 
know that by doing so they will have to overcome difficulties, 

The most beautiful cases of spiritual communion between 
higher beings and human beings on the surface of the Earth occur 
as an outcome of the positive karma generated by some worthy 
deed carried out jointly in the past, during incarnations in which 
they were together.

Therefore, acts of cooperation are of value for all eternity 
and should be practiced and perfected. One way to do this is to be 
willing to carry out tasks as best possible, whether individually or 
with others. Evidently, through human perception alone we can-
not know what is really the best. But we can desire to know what 
is best and this, in itself, already produces a deep positive effect.

As soon as we become aware of the law of karma and try to 
balance out past actions, transformations begin to take place in 
different ways. Grace and mercy can be drawn down from higher 
levels of consciousness according to the earnestness of our aspira-
tion. The words of the Bhagavad-Gita1 spoken by the inner self, 
assure us that a fundamental and straightforward decision can 
lead to liberation:

The one who does My works and has Me as the supreme 
object, who is devoted to Me and is free from attachment 
and is without enmity toward all beings, may come to Me.

(XI, 55)

Works affect Me not, nor have I desire for the fruit of 
works; he who thus knows Me is not bound by his works.

(IV, 14)
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feasible. There are so many opportunities for pregnancy, including 
by artificial means, that it has become impractical to keep a less 
evolved soul within its correct cycle of incarnation on the inner 
levels of existence without intervening in free will. With the doors 
to the world of matter flung wide open through sexual promiscu-
ity, a soul is naturally drawn to the heavy density of the material 
world.

In certain cases, to procreate under conditions that are 
contrary to spiritual progress can slow down the evolution of an 
incarnating soul, as well as that of the parents, during an entire 
lifetime. Incarnation then lacks a spiritual basis and it becomes 
more difficult for the inner energy to vitalize the bodies that will 
receive the descending soul. Inner energy withdraws even further 
from the parents. This is the reason for so much lack of under-
standing and tedium, so much destitution and abandonment, 
during the years of their family life together.

Many beings could be undergoing healing while they are 
discarnate. Therefore, couples who prematurely draw unprepared 
souls down to the physical world, generate a heavy karmic debt. 
The consequences of this karma could hinder those parents from 
being able to continue developing satisfactorily. 

The time comes when, at some point, the burden of irre-
sponsible procreation, genetic family inheritance and negative 
karma engendered through hundreds of incarnations, can become 
too heavy. Personal willpower and aspiration cannot always 
lighten such a load. In some cases not even the energy of the inner 
self is able to remove all of the burden, since, in a certain way, the 
inner being also has to follow the dictates of the law of karma in 
everything related to the physical levels. Some situations can only 
be changed with higher, transcendent help. 

Although we are living through such chaotic times, never 

especially those created with other beings in the past. Thus, some 
incarnations are deliberately planned to function as purgation. 

However, with or without the possibility of choosing one's 
family group, the soul about to become incarnate is always placed 
in the best environment available for its evolution within the law 
of karma. When the incarnating soul is aware of this, it accepts 
and understands situations of conflict in the family and is able to 
cope with them or to turn them into a stimulus for the develop-
ment of self and of others. Nevertheless, if one does not practice 
love-wisdom and compassion, the karmic ties go on becoming 
stronger and tenser and hold one in states of disharmony that 
bring about even more dismal and frustrating stages.



Karmic bonds between parents and children reflect directly 
on their process of evolution. If human beings were more recep-
tive to spiritual law they would follow its wise guidance and real-
ize that only a small portion of humanity should bear offspring. 
However, this is not what happens. Many beings who are still 
unprepared to incarnate enter the world attracted by the dense 
magnetism of sexual relationships between those who are not 
ready to educate or to nurture the growth of others.

Currently the process of incarnation is becoming more disor-
derly due to widespread sexual promiscuity and a growing number 
of intentional abortions and unwanted pregnancies. As a result, in 
most cases the inner rituals of birth on the subtle levels no longer 
take place.

Formerly births had been organized according to groups 
of souls which should be together because of their affinity. 
Nowadays, however, this balanced planning is generally no longer 
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caught up in everyday emotional and mental affairs.

The correct use of creative energy does not imply repression. 
At a certain point in evolution the personality is more intensely 
permeated by the soul and inner maturity can be reflected in 
human relationships. The sexual impulse is quieted and spiritual 
impulses are more readily embraced. 

This transformation is never limited to the individual sphere. 
It touches other beings who are likewise beginning to enhance and 
expand their creative expression.



Let us keep in mind some attitudes that help us get along 
with others within family group relationships without reinforcing 
karmic ties:

 to refrain from stirring up conflicts that arise when fam-
ily members have different interests or choose different 
paths, which frequently happens in the disorder of the 
present times;

 to be as responsible and caring toward family members as 
toward other persons and to transform and elevate cling-
ing affection and confining attachments that are usually 
stimulated by customs and traditional culture;

 to remember, when confronted with an adverse family 
environment, that one’s correct attitudes toward it can 
be helpful in paying off recent or even far remote karmic 
debts.

Thus many families function like schools for perfection and 
opportunities for purgation. When one member acts in an inclu-
sive and spiritual way, which is different from common standards, 

has higher help been more available. This is because of the pro-
found transformations now being prepared on Earth. Although 
they are presently being announced, these transformations will 
fully surface in future times. 

Help comes when one really decides to change one's atti-
tudes and no longer lets oneself be carried away by apparently 
insignificant and fleeting experiences that can cause imbalances 
for the rest of one's life. Furthermore, help comes when one puts 
one's faith in supraphysical reality and not just in one's personal 
abilities. As long as one relies on merely human potential and espe-
cially on one's own way of solving problems, one is not truly open 
to the action of grace. Grace can transform everything.

Based on supra-human laws, grace can remove normally 
insurmountable obstacles to the ascension of an individual, as well 
as of a group, of a kingdom of nature or of even wider spheres of 
life. The consequences of the down-flow of grace are unpredict-
able: it can heal, transform and raise consciousness to otherwise 
inaccessible levels. The action of grace can change people and can 
awaken them to unimaginable realities.



Many current difficulties in family relationship result from 
the misuse of the human being's creative potential. Today most 
human energy is channeled into sexual experiences, which are the 
densest expression of creativity.

However, if one awakens to higher creative activities one 
begins to become stabilized and one's emotional life is finally 
subdued. Then it becomes easier for a person to engage in more 
subtle tasks, in universal works that benefit others. When creative 
energy is raised, the emotions become strong enough not to get 
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At this stage of evolution on the planet, humans are stimu-
lated to become aware of the contacts being made on the sup-
raphysical levels. Important subjective experiences occur while 
outer human life goes on. 

What generally occurs in the inner groups is very different 
from normal family fellowship. Families tend to stimulate the 
egocentric aspects of their members, to foster self-fulfillment, to 
exalt self-centeredness and to impose ties of mutual obligation, 
especially among parents and children, often in a disguised man-
ner. Because of this, families frequently curb the freedom that 
their members need in order to follow their destined paths.

Ideally, the family institution should carry out the role of 
the first teacher, preparing the incarnating beings to discover their 
own inner guidance and to recognize the part that they are to 
play in the progress of the world. However, the family is generally 
incapable of fulfilling this role and incarnating beings find more 
hindrance than help in their quest for universal realities within the 
realms of the family's affection and spirituality. Currently, institu-
tions such as the family, religion and the state, which were created 
to assist inexperienced souls, are disintegrating. Deprived of this 
backing, one has to rely on an earnest desire to attain spiritual life 
so as to be able to follow the quest on one's own and with minimal 
support.

The family, as an institution, carries a heavy karma. This 
karma is difficult to resolve while family members remain tied 
to levels of affinity or rejection that cause various problems in 
their interrelationships. Moreover, for many, the family group as a 
social unit has lost its meaning.

However, great and radical transformations await us. The 
present seemingly hopeless situation will be changed. The new 
form of relationship that is emerging will be based on interaction 

the other members may become antagonistic. In these cases the 
person should seek and practice impartiality or neutrality. This 
will help avoid conflicts. A true fraternal spirit, and not mere 
emotional and mental involvement, can then emerge and become 
more and more widely expressed. 

Family ties do not necessarily have to be restrictive, but quite 
often they are. One of the rare, known examples in which family 
members provided true mutual support was the family of Thérèse 
of Lisieux.2 Thérèse's deeply spiritual parents had nine children, 
of which only five daughters survived. All of them entered the 
monastic life. The traits of all the family members, without 
exception, showed that this was a group of souls dedicated more 
to expressing supra-human energies than to satisfying desires for 
personal, material and tangible objectives.

Family environments generally lack the quality of energy 
necessary for them to be fields for the higher evolution of souls. 
Even well structured families tend to care only about material 
evolution and to keep up with the norms of society that are frus-
trating for souls. Souls that have to carry out universal tasks on 
the physical level need to be in contact with groups that are unre-
strained by family ties, groups in which they are given a chance 
to discover inner relationships and to free themselves from human 
attachments.

Such opportunities for group life were supposed to have 
been widely provided on the surface of the Earth. Groups follow-
ing spiritual goals and a common life of service can express soul 
groupings that exist on the inner levels, but that are rarely found 
on the physical level. Therefore, souls having a deep need for 
teaching have been drawn to inner, supraphysical instruction.
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In the future, the reproductive organs and certain glands will 
gradually disappear, as is happening with the ileocaecal appendix 
today. Some signs of crucial transformation are becoming percep-
tible to intuitive persons. Indications of the degradation of the 
human species, such as increasing sterility among young adults, 
are pointing to profound changes that cannot be accounted for by 
scientific reasoning alone. 

The way in which procreation takes place in a civilization on 
material levels depends on the evolutionary laws that govern it. In 
the advanced intraterrestrial and extraterrestrial worlds4 there is 
no sexual reproduction because these worlds are composed of mat-
ter that is more subtle than that of the surface of the Earth. Sexual 
reproduction was the means given by nature to terrestrial human-
ity at a certain stage of its evolution. However, human beings in 
general have not understood or used this means of reproduction 
correctly. Even among those who have tried to pattern their lives 
in keeping with higher precepts, many have misunderstood this 
process. According to tradition and questionable interpretations, 
the biblical injunction to “be fruitful and multiply” affirmed that 
humanity was to reproduce abundantly and this led humans to 
give way to their desires. However, in a broader sense, this biblical 
concept implies expansion of consciousness and not the uncon-
trolled proliferation of the species that has taken place. 

A population growth that has been quantitative rather  
than qualitative is one of the main causes of the chaos on the 
Earth. Although there are beings who have incarnated with full 

among souls and no longer on purely human affinity or rejection. 
In the forthcoming world cycle other significant changes will also 
occur in the very constitution of the human being. 



To solve problems of relationship among people causes 
widespread repercussions. It even affects planetary development. 
Presently the Earth receives on its surface many beings who need 
healing and harmonization and it distils and transforms the impu-
rities that circulate in the solar system. But it will certainly have 
other functions in the coming ages. Seeds sown today produce 
tomorrow's fruits, thus making it possible for new and yet unre-
vealed forms of interrelationship to gradually take shape. 

Evolution holds in store forms of existence for humanity of 
the Earth that are still unknown. It has already been noted that in 
the future, beings will be born without needing parents. According 
to the initiate Helena P. Blavatsky,3 this method of procreation will 
first be implanted in animals and later on will be extended to the 
human species. Women will conceive children without the need 
for fertilization and in distant cycles of the planet individuals will 
even be able to reproduce themselves on their own.

In a future cycle of humanity, when the composition of the 
Earth becomes more subtle, the function of the organism will be 
simplified. Children will not be born from the uterus, the period of 
gestation will be three months and will not take place within the 
maternal womb, but in the mother's etheric cosmic center.
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3 See Helena P. Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine: The Synthesis of Science, Religion  
and Philosophy, vol. II — Anthropogenesis [London: The Theosophical Publishing 
Company, Limited, 1888]. 

4 Intraterrestrial	and	extraterrestrial	worlds. Humanity inhabits all of the cos-
mos in differing states of consciousness and stages of development. Intraterrestrial 
refers to life on the inner planes of the planet that is not always composed of physi-
cal matter. Many extraterrestrial beings are part of the same Humanity-Life of the 
Races on the Earth's surface, but some belong to very different spheres of existence 
and even to other galaxies. For further references see:Trigueirinho, Calling Humanity 
[Minas Gerais, Brazil: Irdin Editora, 2002].



Restoring Equilibrium  
and Healing through Karma

When looked at from a wider perspective, everything has 
a role in the Plan of Evolution. Within this plan, ailments come 
about because of the need to bring order into one’s life. Ailments 
are an opportunity for human beings to advance and to balance 
their negative karma.

Beings who are already conscious on the soul level are aware 
of their evolutionary goal prior to incarnating. Based on this, they 
program situations that will provide the necessary developmental 
experiences during the lifetime about to begin on Earth. Since the 
soul participates in the design of its own program and has the sup-
port of forces made available to it by means of the law of karma, 
the program always takes into account the level of a person's 
endurance. In this way, a proposed ailment is never greater than 
one's capacity to bear it. An ailment only becomes too heavy to 
bear when the person rejects it or reacts against it. 

When an ailment that has been programmed before birth 
appears, one has to muster up enough strength from within to 
transcend that state of infirmity. This strength, which would not 
have been rallied without the ailment, is not to be used to struggle 
against the infirmity but to face it intelligently and cooperatively, 
seeing it as an opportunity to bring about equilibrium. For exam-

awareness of the tasks they were to fulfill for the benefit of  
the world, these have been very rare. In such cases when a higher 
task has to be carried out, souls use spiritual will and build a 
thoughtform5 strong enough to contact those who will serve as 
parents on the physical level. Nevertheless, even in these situa-
tions they come into physical incarnation by what Sri Aurobindo6 
called the “coarse methods of physical nature.” 

In the next cycle of the Earth, the continuation of the human 
species will not depend on sexual drive and intercourse, but on 
spiritual will and its complementary energies. Although the law of 
birth will continue to exist for some, humans will be able to enter 
the material world by means of an interaction on supraphysical 
levels. The incarnating soul will gather the substance to compose 
its earthly bodies and the etheric energy of the parents will aid this 
materialization. Thus the current process of procreation will have 
been transcended.
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purified in the past life are healthy in the new physical body.

Some experiences of illness that one may undergo can be 
quite revealing. For example, the habit of self-centeredly closing 
oneself up and not communicating adequately with the outer 
world and with fellow beings could be balanced out by measles, 
which sometimes appear even in adulthood. Nevertheless, measles 
and other diseases are more common during the first years of life 
so that the person may be released as soon as possible from some 
basic imbalances stemming from a former life. Vaccination to 
immunize children against such diseases ignores the reality of the 
purging effect of certain illnesses. Tendencies considered by the 
higher self to be undesirable and retrograde could be removed from 
the new personality. Certain hereditary elements, especially those 
characteristics that do not serve the purpose of incarnation and 
that the personality does not want to accept or to which it cannot 
adapt, could be expelled through fevers.

While fever is burning away undesirable substances present 
in the physical and subtle bodies, a person receives help to over-
come the desire for material and superfluous things and to dissolve 
physical, emotional and mental illusions. The so-called realities of 
these denser levels of existence are nothing compared to the real-
ity that the higher self is beginning to grasp. Without such means, 
how could the higher self, confined within an undisciplined per-
sonality that is still unaware of broader facts, remove illusions and 
heal imbalances?

Neuroses, neurasthenia and some cases of hysteria may 
appear when there is a need to transform a past that has fallen 
into the deep layers of the subconscious. Nature uses these ail-
ments to dissolve indefinable remnants of what is no longer of 
use to the being. However, the outcome of some events remains 
in what is called the ‘karmic register’, because extensive karmic 
purification and balancing cannot always be programmed for a 

ple, someone who had committed theft, either in the present or in 
a former incarnation, might have to suffer a chronic ailment in the 
hands. The effort to treat and to adjust patiently to the malady 
could, in the overall balance of energies, compensate for the past 
deed.

In order to alleviate pain or bear discomfort, one should 
resort to the strength that comes from within. Ailments could 
then bring about new understanding and hence, new habits. In 
this way, if we learn to grow through personal infirmities we will 
acquire greater strength that will be used to carry out the devel-
opment desired by our higher self. In some cases this strengthen-
ing can occur and the new potential can emerge during the same 
incarnation. In other cases we are prepared by means of long-term 
experiences and the results will only appear in a future life.

There are also cases in which people who tend to take the 
wrong direction develop infirmities beforehand so they can avoid 
making choices contrary to what their souls have programmed. 
For instance, a person who is capable of living in chastity and is 
destined to do so, yet is unwilling to accept celibacy, could develop 
either congenital or acquired problems in the genital organs that 
would limit sexual activity.

According to ancient wisdom, the main function of suffering 
is to prepare the body to be less susceptible to imbalances. Residues 
of former dissonant behavior are eliminated from the cells through 
pain. At the same time other impressions are imprinted on the 
cells, inducing the person to avoid involvement in similar negative 
situations. 

Much can be balanced out by trials and suffering in the area 
of health but the beneficial results do not always appear in the 
same incarnation. In some cases the positive impulse only comes 
about in a subsequent incarnation. The parts of the body that were 
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giving in to forces of involution. Rather, it means accepting one's 
own shadow side, knowing that this basic and indispensable 
acceptance is not passive but is the point of departure for a process 
of transformation focused on the present reality.

From the evolutionary and spiritual standpoint, imperfec-
tions stimulate one's progress when they are accepted in order to 
be transformed. On the other hand, when they are rejected they 
fail to produce this effect and merely purify the residues of nega-
tive actions, feelings and thoughts.

Furthermore, complaining about one's suffering or reacting 
against it prevents one's character from receiving the moral and 
spiritual impulses it imparts. 



All the inhabitants of this planet have within themselves a 
vibration that individually identifies them with the cosmic sphere 
from whence they came to enter the earthly plane. The perception 
of this vibration may conflict with prevailing mental tendencies. 
Therefore it is better to abstain from hasty conclusions and from 
ingrained stereotyped concepts of the conventional mind. 

Unless we receive clear indications from supra-mental levels, 
we know very little about the reasons for what happens in life. 
However, no matter what might be the underlying reasons, every-
thing that happens in life provides conditions to further our evo-
lution and even our sanctification. Paul Brunton7 has pointed out 
that it is our great loss not to feel the need to sanctify our days.

The term ‘sanctification’ refers to the process of karmic 
 

single incarnation. So this outcome is compensated for over sev-
eral lifetimes. However, if with each incarnation on Earth the soul 
expresses elevated and evolutionary behavior, avoids causing new 
imbalances, or counteracts its negative past with positive deeds, 
the karmic purification and balancing does not have to be too 
long.

Although it is possible to grow in consciousness while dis-
carnate, karmic debts incurred in the physical world normally can 
only be compensated for in the same world. This is because the 
material particles have to undergo experiences that are opposite to 
the previous ones. Thus karmic adjustments are generally carried 
out during physical life and ailments are effective instruments for 
bringing about these transformations.



There are several ways to treat ailments of the emotional 
body. One way, which is no longer valid for those on the spiritual 
path, is for the person to face up to unresolved nodules from the 
past, exposing them to psychological analysis. For someone who 
is able to probe into these things intelligently, such a process 
could be partially liberating. But rarely is it possible to resolve the 
obstructions, and it takes years to achieve what inner healing can 
do almost instantly. 

The method of exhaustive psychological reconstruction of 
events is still frequently used in traditional psychology. However, 
without transcending the influence of the forces of involution 
that lie within him or herself, the person cannot undo the karmic 
knot. The traumatic or disturbing situations will then be repeated, 
albeit under other guises and using new rationale. 

To treat one's emotional body effectively, one should first  
of all seek inner reconciliation with oneself. This does not imply 
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Part  3

Liberation from  
Karma

equilibration through the replacement of negative physical actions, 
feelings and thoughts by positive ones and the subsequent process 
of making these actions, feelings and thoughts become neutral. 
Those who have attained a certain degree of mystical fulfillment 
by being dedicated to this self-purification, manifest virtues, 
altruism and self-surrender to the spiritual world through faith, 
devotion and fidelity to the evolutionary laws. ‘Sanctification’ 
encompasses different levels of fulfillment. For most people this is 
still an unexplored area.

All souls are to live this stage of sanctity as they set out to 
free themselves from attachments, and consequently from karmic 
bonds. This is not a penitential path. It is a path of progressively 
letting go of personal human will in order to fulfill a higher inner 
will that lies within oneself.

In this way, human beings will one day attain true libera-
tion.
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The Way out of the 
Labyrinth

Over the ages the law of karma has guided the material 
evolution of the Earth and will go on guiding it for some time to 
come. Thus, without meaning to or even knowing it, most human 
beings have been kept within this law. Karma had to be fulfilled 
because this was the direction for the evolution of this planet. 
While this condition still holds true for many, karma is being 
transcended. 

Questions such as, “What have I done to deserve this?” and 
“When will this come to an end?” have often been raised, implic-
itly denoting a concept of obligation. However, some people do 
not ask such questions. For them karma is there and they wisely 
attempt to bring it into balance without creating stumbling 
blocks. Thus, they move quickly off the wheel of incarnations. 

In these times, more and more people are finding the 
strength to deal with the effects of their past actions and are on 
the way to transcending the law of karma. They do so mainly 
by being dedicated to a supreme and divine power and by fac-
ing life situations dispassionately. They are able to put aside the 
notion that fulfilling an obligation is burdensome. The ones who 
naturally express the energy of love regard their duties as tasks to 
be fulfilled because these contribute to the greater good. They do 
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residues that remained ‘on file’ can change situations and bring 
about circumstances that are more favorable for the development 
of consciousness.

This mercy is the response given by the inner world to a need 
felt by individuals, by all humanity or by the planet. For example, 
divine mercy is manifested when someone has done everything 
possible to advance along the path to liberation but cannot over-
come the limitation of the material bodies. This energy comes 
from spiritual levels and is the basis for forgiveness. It character-
izes the continual help offered to humankind by the Hierarchies,1 
even though humans seldom respond to these incentives.

The principal misunderstanding of those who transgress the 
law is to consider that their error is greater than divine mercy; 
because of this, they do not allow themselves to receive it. 



Human karma is mainly part of the ego. Therefore, to be 
able to transcend the sphere of the law of cause and effect, one's 
soul or a higher nucleus of consciousness must govern one's exis-
tence. 

Seeking this transcendence with the active participation 
of the soul that longs for liberation leads to the stages of rising 
above free will. The gift of free will, in principle, is one of the 
instruments by which the ego learns and is strengthened. But at 
more advanced stages of the evolutionary path free will begins to 
hamper the soul's progress.

everything with simplicity, without complaining or commenting 
or engaging in superfluous reasoning — a benign way of moving 
beyond the sphere of the law of karma. 

Another way to transcend the law of karma is through  
sincere prayer, by being open to higher levels of existence and by 
surrendering to spiritual goals. However, one should have a clear 
understanding of what this liberating prayer means.

Prayer, in which one petitions for one's own or another's 
good, takes place on a human level and inevitably creates karma, 
even though it might be positive karma. Detached prayer, as a 
pure offering to the Source of Life, activates supra-mental energies 
and attracts higher laws.

Surrendering everything to God is said to be the freest and 
most direct way of praying. If this Supreme Consciousness knows 
what It does, if It knows us better than we know ourselves, if It 
ministers to our needs with utmost perfection, how can we ask 
for anything?

To avoid generating karma in prayer, that is, to refrain from 
getting caught up in a cycle of debts or retributions, one should 
focus one's consciousness on the soul level, on the intuitive level, 
or even higher. 

A divine energy, which could be called mercy, raises the 
human being to levels that are unattainable within the normal 
processes of the law of karma. This powerful and wise energy 
flows through impersonal prayer and imparts healing, harmony 
and liberation.

Despite the fact that, throughout the ages, the word mercy 
has taken on a strong emotional charge, in its purest sense it 
denotes this energy that heals and transforms on material, human 
and psychological levels. Through divine mercy, positive karmic 
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 When the soul begins to guide the personality, although, 
free will is still present, it ceases to prevail. Really relevant 
events, whether for one's own evolution or for a service 
to be rendered, are determined by one's deeper inner cores 
and by the Hierarchies who inspire them.

 Finally, when a soul takes over the total guidance of the 
personality, free will is transcended. 

In this way, higher laws gradually begin to rule human exis-
tence, replacing the law of karma. The transformation that is cur-
rently taking place in an increasing number of beings is directing 
them toward the essence of spiritual and divine life. Surrendering 
to this essence leads them to overcome free will and to dissolve the 
boundaries of the ego that keep material consciousness separated 
from its inner source.

Free will is a characteristic that is specific to the human stage 
of evolution on Earth. It is the ability to make one's own choice 
regarding the action to be carried out. Up to this time free will 
has generally been based on tendencies that are personal and often 
obscure. The exercise of free will determined many of the present 
features of the planet and, among others, the state of physical and 
psychological contamination into which it has plummeted.

Over the ages a few human beings have managed to over-
come free will, to expand their consciousness and to rise above 
the level of the majority. These beings have opened the way for 
others and currently more and more humans are advancing in this 
way. Free will is a part of human cosmogony linked to the chakra 
energy system, which is now being replaced.

When one masters free will by seeking to accomplish the 
transpersonal will within oneself, a new energy begins to perme-
ate one's consciousness, bringing a greater evolutionary impulse 
and granting a broad view of the purpose of one's individual or 
group life, or of planetary life. Human beings advance toward free 
will in stages. 

 As primitive beings, humans do not, in fact, make any 
choices. They are governed by the impulses of the forces 
that move in their bodies. Their destinies are traced strict-
ly within the law of karma. They hardly ever participate 
in determining their destiny.

 In human beings of average evolution, the forces of desire 
and thought struggle for supremacy over actions. This is 
when free will reaches its highest expression. This con-
frontation lasts until the forces of thought prevail and, at 
a more advanced stage, become united to the will of the 
inner self.
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Liberation by Fulfilling  
Broader Laws

When human beings enter the world of matter they bring 
the key of their cosmic origin concealed within themselves. 
The history of humanity has been, and continues to be, painful 
because this inner key has remained forgotten even though it has 
always been accessible. 

Unrestricted and unconditional faith in the existence of a 
supreme intelligence above all things, is one of the means to dis-
cover this key, for it opens the way to awareness of immortality. 
This kind of faith holds subtle energies that lead a person to live a 
life in accordance with laws that are above the material ones. 

Karma is gradually transformed when one changes one's atti-
tudes. However, the real transformation of karma is based on this 
faith and on the support of the Hierarchies who inspire humans 
to fulfill cosmic designs in outer life. As this transformation takes 
place, one is increasingly liberated from compulsory physical, 
emotional and mental ties and can enter incarnation with clearly 
defined purposes, such as to serve the Plan of Evolution.

As we grow in consciousness our understanding of the law 
of karma changes. We cease considering the law of karma merely 
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them are sometimes catapulted out of their lethargy by the loss  
of possessions or by a disharmonious severing of emotional 
ties. Such losses can cause the personality to suffer, but for the 
inner self, which pursues deeper and freer development, they are  
long-awaited opportunities.

The impulses sent from above to bring about these rup-
tures never come prematurely. They wait for the personality to 
have acquired sufficient strength to take on the newly unfold-
ing phase with the minimum possibility of falling back. When 
people go beyond a routine way of life, where everything already 
seems familiar, they experience a fullness that only the absence of  
personal ties can grant.



It takes an iron will to dissolve the ties that bind conscious-
ness to ego, with its habits and vices, and to go beyond what is 
possible for the majority. This can be done by renouncing one's 
ideas, opinions and preferences and by stripping oneself of all 
that is superfluous. This is the only way to reach the higher laws, 
where karma does not exist.

The New Testament states that those called to follow the 
Master were exhorted not to waste time looking back for they 
were to announce the Kingdom of God. Today, those who are able 
to exercise their will power in this way experience an indescrib-
able lightness. No longer hampered by the web of karma, they 
announce this kingdom through works of a transcendent nature.

As we free ourselves we learn that nothing is lost when  
we renounce something or someone. Once we detach ourselves, 
we can find again what was put aside in an inconceivably more 
elevated and essential way. We discover that we are united to an 
all-embracing Consciousness. Our attachment to our memories of 

as an instrument to compensate for past errors and begin to rec-
ognize it as an infallible and extremely useful means to fulfill the 
higher goal of life. We begin to discover this goal when we inten-
sify our detachment. We begin to perceive that the law of karma 
is present on various levels of life and that it operates in different 
ways. We then start to cooperate with karma in an intelligent 
manner and do not resist the transformation proposed by the 
higher will. No longer just performers of our destiny, we become 
effective participants of evolution, true co-creators.

Therefore our material and psychic constitution can be 
entirely changed if we base ourselves on faith. We can gradually 
rediscover the key that opens the portals to our immortal reality, 
a reality where there is no yesterday or tomorrow, only an eternal 
now without any karma. Faith is a beacon that illuminates our 
journey through the murky byways of the material worlds and 
leads us steadily toward higher laws.



Many souls who have undertaken the clearing up of their 
karma during several incarnations can now have their personali-
ties ruled by higher laws. However, they remain subject to the law 
of karma because of human inertia or lack of daring to take on a 
new state. 

In general, these beings have matured through experience 
and are not swayed by the common misdeeds of the majority. 
However, they hold on to some behaviors that are traditionally 
considered positive but which hinder their leap into the unknown. 
Personal responsibilities are so important for them that they rel-
egate spiritual and universal works to secondary importance. 

Those who delay in letting go of what is no longer meant for 
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Part  4

Beyond Karma

habitual relationships and of the past can hinder our perception 
of this real unity. If we do not put aside these attitudes, they can 
keep on intruding. 

Expansion of consciousness, as well as commitment to high-
er goals, reduces the influence of the law of karma. Nonetheless, 
from a more precise point of view, karma only ceases to operate 
when one's consciousness is really united to the Source of Life. In 
this state of Oneness there is no longer a separation between giver 
and receiver, no difference between Creator and creature. This 
deeply inward condition, impossible to describe in words, is only 
revealed to those who have the courage to rise above the trivial 
way of life lived by the majority.
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Monadic 
Transmutation

We are beginning to be aware of changes in the system of 
birth and death on Earth and of a law beyond the sphere of karma 
— the law of monadic transmutation. Although this law has 
been operative on this planet for a long time, only now is it being 
more widely disclosed. In past eras very few knew about monadic 
transmutation and only in rare, special cases did this law govern 
entrance into the world of matter. 

As the law of monadic transmutation is applied to this 
earthly humanity, it completely changes the way an inner self 
enters the material world. A new freedom follows the manifesta-
tion of this law. It transcends the unending turning of the wheel 
of incarnations under the law of karma.

The monad is our nucleus that is deeper than the soul. It 
is also called spirit or cosmic essence and is revealed when our 
consciousness expands. The monadic will is higher than the will 
of a soul. This is why, in some Christian writings, the monad is 
referred to as the Father. In monadic transmutation the monad 
withdraws from the personality and gives it up to another, more 
evolved monad. The outgoing monad will have completed the 
evolutionary stage planned for that incarnation. The incoming 
monad transmutes in order to carry out a task on the material  
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gestation and birth and by the stages of growth and formation, in 
preparation for life on Earth. 



Various spiritual instructors have alluded to monadic trans-
mutation. Rudolf Steiner (1861 — 1925) affirmed that at a certain 
point in evolution, an individual could need conditions that are 
different from those initially provided. When reaching a certain 
age, a human being could suddenly go through a near-death expe-
rience or fall into an outright faint during which a transformation 
could occur, with the Inner Self leaving the body and another 
Inner Self taking it over. Steiner says that this kind of exchange of 
Inner Selves could happen in diverse situations and the phenom-
enon is known by all occultists.1 

In 1920, the Tibetan Master Djwal Khul, whose teachings 
were transmitted to the West by Alice A. Bailey (1880 — 1949), 
referred to this phenomenon as a ‘divine obsession’, and assured 
us that it would be increasingly common in the years to come. 
Through this ‘divine obsession’ an individual would cooperate 
willingly with the One who would inspire, take over or use his or 
her lower vehicles (mental, emotional and physical-etheric). This 
is always done in order to render greater service to humanity. This 
process of exchange will become more frequent and better under-
stood when the human race develops continuity of consciousness 
between the physical and emotional bodies and later on, between 
these and the mental body.2

Monadic transmutation is carried out under the benevolent 

levels and is not under the law of incarnation. Thus both monads 
grow in light and consciousness.

Monadic transmutation is governed by higher laws. The 
law of karma is no longer applied to both monads in this stage of 
evolution. In the way transmutations are occurring in these times, 
the incoming monad takes on the karma of the mental, emotional 
and physical-etheric bodies it enters but maintains a certain con-
trol over them. This monad is free from karma, but the same can-
not be said for the bodies, because they carry hereditary influences 
and the past history of their atoms on this planet.

In monadic transmutation the outgoing monad transcends 
the law of death and it will no longer incarnate under the law of 
karma. Through this process the incoming monad now transcends 
the law of physical birth, if it had not already been transcended. 

The incoming monad is spared the need to go through stages 
of uterine gestation, infancy and adolescence. These are all unnec-
essary for the task to be fulfilled. By entering bodies that are able 
to perform the designated task, this monad remains in incarnation 
only during the time needed to carry out its task. So this trans-
muted being is exempt from the law of karma as well as from the 
law of reincarnation. 

Many extraterrestrial beings enter through monadic trans-
mutation when they need to serve on the physical level on Earth. 
Monadic transmutation will also become accessible to the major-
ity of inhabitants of the surface of the Earth in their forthcoming 
evolutionary stage.

Under the law of monadic transmutation human beings 
cross over to the supraphysical world freed from attachments  
to what they are leaving behind here on Earth, and released from 
anxiety about what they will find on the inner side of life. Those 
who come into physical life are spared the traumas caused by 
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The New Genetic Code

The genetic code of a human being is much more than a 
physical-chemical configuration; it is a set of conditions of energy 
determined by the archetype for humanity in each evolutionary 
cycle. It is not limited to the configuration of the substances of an 
organism, nor to its functioning, but it includes its state of con-
sciousness. The genetic code goes beyond the level of matter, and 
is an instrument for the Plan of Evolution to guide human beings 
toward the energy pattern they are destined to express. 

Since it is a means to bring about the materialization of 
archetypal patterns and since these patterns are dynamic, when-
ever necessary a genetic code is modified or substituted by those 
who govern evolution. Such adjustments are made when human 
beings move beyond the archetypal pattern of a given cycle, or 
when there is a change in the cycle. In the history of this human-
ity there have been at least four shifts in the genetic code.

Humanity has reached an impasse in failing to go beyond 
polarization on the most concrete levels of life. This impasse has 
been added to what is happening on the Earth, a planet that is to 
become subtle and to be transferred to an etheric level, free of the 
present density. This situation calls for profound transformations. 
Consequently, a more powerful nonmaterial impulse was needed. 

aura of liberated beings and their energy sustains the entire pro-
cess. Evolved devas3 also take part. The outgoing monad is released 
from its karma and a vibratory channel is created to permit the 
entrance of the new monadic energy. These processes would not 
be possible without the participation of energies that are higher 
than the monadic ones.

Concepts such as monadic transmutation are still unknown 
to most people. In this regard, one could recall Goethe's statement 
that man cannot arrive at the understanding of anything unless he 
loves it. The great poet was referring to the need to grasp subtle 
facts through the feelings of the heart rather than through the 
reasoning of the mind. 
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When human beings still have DNA and are governed by the 
law of karma, their actions on the physical plane create material 
values and generate either abundance or scarcity, according to the 
quality of their deeds. Through their feelings humans create val-
ues on the level of pleasure and dissatisfaction, thus engendering 
positive or negative emotional situations, according to the nature 
of these values. Through their thoughts they create values on the 
level of ideas, which produce either high ideals and consequent 
mental health, or pessimism, criticism and disharmony, depending 
on the quality of their thoughts. 

With the new genetic code, human beings will no longer be 
held captive by their own limited creations. Furthermore, they 
will lose all aggressiveness and will be able to understand that all 
goods belong to everyone and not only to a few, and that these 
goods should be applied in developing spiritual consciousness and 
not in satisfying egoism.

Because of its origin, GNA gives human beings stability, 
unity of thought and a sense of fraternity, thus making it possible 
for them to live consciously on inner levels and within the laws 
that govern them. A new vibration is introduced into their sub-
jective world with the implanting of this new genetic code. This 
vibration is projected from level to level, drawing all the atoms of 
their bodies into attunement with its frequency, which is subtle 
and is in accordance with the cosmic goal of their higher self.



In everyday life we should do that which is good, beneficial 
and useful, detached from any and all fruits of our action, so that 
we can prepare for the transition from the law of karma to the 
higher law of evolution. This teaching is as ancient as the world. 

Thus, a new genetic code, GNA,4 is beginning to be implanted on 
supraphysical levels of humanity.

This planet is becoming progressively more subtle. Therefore, 
the humanity that will inhabit it will have to have adequate 
genetic components to be able to express what the planetary con-
sciousness requires as it ascends. 

The new genetic code is being introduced into approxi-
mately ten percent of the human beings, incarnate or not, within 
the Earth's environs. On the physical plane the bodies will become 
more subtle; on the spiritual plane this will happen according to 
the specific laws of that plane.

Until now, hereditary traits, such as height, skin color, 
physical features, presence or absence of physical defects, as well 
as some psychological tendencies, have been passed on from par-
ents to offspring through chromosomes. This is precisely what is 
beginning to change.

For those who are receiving GNA, all this old structure of 
heredity and karma falls away. GNA is of a stellar and nonmaterial 
origin. Therefore, under this new genetic code, individuals are not 
conditioned by the past experiences of their species. 



DNA, the genetic code activated in the cycle currently com-
ing to a close, is of animal origin and could only take humanity 
up to a certain level of evolution. The new genetic code, GNA, is 
now needed in order to open the way for a greater integration into 
inner realities. 
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even be canceled and the person may only become integrated into 
this evolutionary current in a future cycle. 

When the new genetic code becomes fully implanted and 
abided by, human beings will tend to express unity of aspirations 
and goals on their mental level. GNA draws cosmic patterns of 
life down to the Earth and builds the foundations for the New 
Humanity. It predisposes human beings to become more subtle 
and its vibration opens the doors of consciousness to experiences 
and to life on higher planes. Through GNA the energy potential 
of these planes causes matter to become more fluid. This process, 
in close collaboration with the soul, has the role of furthering and 
heightening maturity of consciousness.

The capacity to receive GNA is determined by one's inner 
affinity with what is radiated by the code itself. GNA should cor-
respond to the aspirations of those who receive it; thus individuals 
both attract it, and are attracted by it. The subtle action that this 
genetic code can carry out to fashion life according to the pulsation 
of the spirit is still a mystery to most people. It will continue to be 
a mystery until purity and surrender to the higher law, the law of 
love-wisdom, has become the blueprint for human progress. 

Once they have completed their earthly karma, the new 
human beings will have other resources available to them because 
their bodies will be purer, more sublime and divested of free will. 
With the new genetic code implanted in them, human beings will 
have greater access to knowledge and will fulfill the tasks specified 
by the new law of evolution. They will express true love and will 
know that they are part of a harmony that integrates them, once 
and for all, into the order of the more advanced universes.

By aspiring to ascend to higher levels, without causing 
harm or transgressing the law of love, human beings will develop 
undisclosed potentialities. By obeying this sublime law, their own 
 

But only now, with the implanting of the new genetic code, can 
the teaching be understood and carried out by a greater number of 
people. Under the old DNA code even those who seek a spiritual 
life behave like the Apostle Paul, who declared in one of his epistles 
that he did not do the good he wanted to do, but did the evil he 
did not want to do.

However, the forthcoming expansion of consciousness is 
not based solely on changing the genetic code, or on transcending 
the law of karma. Up until now, only the cells of coarser vibra-
tion have been active, especially in the brain, and these cells have 
had to endure the disorder of human bodies. Nevertheless, a large 
contingent of cells, destined to pick up and manifest energy waves 
coming from the spiritual and divine planes, will be awakened. 

The awakening of these cells is part of a broad restructuring 
of this humanity's physical life and depends on the contact that 
material consciousness has with the soul. This inner contact will 
bring about a perception that is increasingly freed from egoism 
and that is less inclined to be linked to people, things and circum-
stances. In a not too distant future, many people who have a larger 
portion of active healthy cells will be capable of embracing what 
is apparently unpleasant in order to help the evolution of groups 
and of the planet. They will transcend the plane of desire and be 
able to freely serve the constructor-energies that are performing 
evolutionary works in the cosmos. 

The new genetic code, GNA, can also be developed and mani- 
fested on the denser planes of existence, whenever people are 
receptive to what it inspires and stimulates. Those who are not 
open to transformation may reject the new code, which then 
withdraws to subjective levels until the nodules of resistance are 
dissolved. Depending on the degree of reaction contrary to the 
nonmaterial impulses prompted by GNA, this genetic code may 
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Awakening of the  
Right Side Consciousness

Human beings go through life building links to things, ideas, 
people, tendencies and forms of life. These links are registered in 
a part of human consciousness called the left side consciousness. 
The power of karma, as well as the inclination toward desire and 
other factors that have drawn this civilization into decadence, are 
also located in the left side consciousness.

Nevertheless, there is another part of human consciousness 
that is capable of bringing equilibrium to the tendencies of the left 
side consciousness and of establishing harmony with the higher 
laws. This is the right side consciousness, which creates linkages 
with the abstract levels where archetypal patterns and directives 
for the Plan of Evolution are revealed. The left side consciousness, 
in turn, pertains to acquiring knowledge through the external 
senses and to reproducing familiar patterns. Therefore, it infers 
association with concrete facts, trivial ideas and ordinary ways of 
living, perpetuated by customs and all kinds of traditions.



Certain concepts regarding the etheric level of existence are 

ascent will be assured and this will reflect on all humanity. They 
will live in unity more freely. Their lives will flow in the steadfast 
harmony of the spiritual levels of the cosmos that will finally be 
manifested here on Earth.
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Instructors of the past drew attention to these chakras and 
used them as a basis to present keys for conscious evolutionary 
work. For example, A Treatise on White Magic 5 points out that liv-
ing a pure and upright life is the simplest form of adjusting the 
energies to evolutionary needs and of awakening dormant vital 
mechanisms and structures.

Head center
Ajna center 

Throat center 
Heart center

Solar plexus center 
Sacral center 

Base of spine center

 
The seven chakras related to DNA genetic code

According to this teaching and to many others based on the 
system of chakras, the personality, which is the material aspect 
of the human being, reaches its peak when the latent energies at 
the base of the spine rise to the head and are carried to the center 
between the eyes, the ajna center. Later, when the energies from 
the sacral center are sublimated, reoriented and elevated to the 
throat center, and when the sexual drive has been transcended, 
the person becomes a conscious creator-force in the higher worlds. 
Furthermore, when the energies of the solar plexus become trans-
muted and reoriented to the heart center, the human being will 
attain group consciousness and become a server of humanity.

This was the work of energy elevation developed through-
out the cycle presently coming to a close. However, nowadays 

important in order to understand the changes that will permit 
some humans to transcend the law of karma. 

Electric circuits running through the etheric body convey 
the nerve impulses that reveal to the physical organs the kind of 
conduct needed to keep the whole organism functioning well. The 
etheric body also provides the force of cohesiveness for the physi-
cal body. 

While agglomerations of cells form the organs of the physi-
cal body, which, in turn, comprise systems, the etheric body is 
made up of interconnected nuclei of energies. The level of one's 
physical health and harmony depends on the degree of clearness 
of these energy circuits.

There is a countless number of energy circuits in the etheric 
body, although not all are of equal importance. Some are pivotal 
while others rotate around them. The paths traced by energy in 
these circuits, as well as the nuclei activated in them, correspond 
to the human being's need for expression and for relationship with 
the surrounding universe. 

These circuits are manifested according to each person's level 
of sensitivity and of spiritual maturity. In this way, the etheric 
body of someone who focuses on dense things is different from 
the etheric body of someone whose life is grounded in altruism. 
The energy centers in action in one body are different from those 
acting in another. But despite these individual aspects, there is one 
model for the etheric body of all the members of the human family 
during a given evolutionary cycle.

There are seven centers or vortices of energy located in the 
aura close to the spinal column in the etheric body of a human 
being who still has DNA genetic code and who is governed by the 
law of karma. These centers are called chakras.
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Later this potential will expand and two more centers, called 
supraluminaries, will be added to the three centers that have 
already become activated. If we look closely, we will see that this 
new energy system in humanity was already implicit in ancient 
teachings and, in an esoteric way, in the more advanced concepts 
of the sayings of spiritual sages, such as Sri Aurobindo. However, 
it was only with the transition that occurred on 8/8/88 (August 8, 
1988), that these concepts were finally disclosed.

In the shift from the chakra system to the right side con-
sciousness system, the energy from the head center, the ajna cen-
ter and part of the throat center merges into a single center, the 
right side mental center. This is where the cognitive and creative 
capacities will be unified, bringing human beings greater equilib-
rium in their interaction with the outer world. Analytical and 
concrete mental activity will gradually move to the sub-conscious 
sphere and become automatic, similar to the organic functions of 
the physical body today. 

The heart center synthesizes the energy of the heart center 
of the former system of chakras and receives part of the energy of 
the solar plexus and of the throat center. The potential for imper-
sonal love and for creativity will thus be united and will function 
together. This will totally change relationships among human 
beings. Difficulties stemming from self-centered interactions will 
no longer exist, for the heart center is more open to the vibration 
of the soul, the nucleus in which fraternal life is a reality. 

The energies channeled through the sacral and the base of 
the spine centers, as well as those channeled through the solar 
plexus, converge at the center located on the right side of the body, 
below the last rib, the cosmic center. Therefore, the sublimation of 
the instinctive aspects carried out by evolutionary work based on 
the system of chakras is being superseded. Individuals whose right 
side consciousness centers are activated will no longer have their 
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this chakra circuit is being discontinued and a new circuit, that 
of the right side consciousness, is beginning to be activated in 
some pioneering individuals. The energy gradually shifts from one 
system to the other. To understand this process one must bear in 
mind that:

 Each stage of planetary development has a basic etheric 
structure, an archetypal pattern to be manifested; 

 A new planetary and solar cycle began on 8/8/88 (August 
8, 1988), with a period of intense purification on Earth 
and thus the levels of consciousness on the planet are 
undergoing profound transformations;

 A new genetic code will govern the formation of the bod-
ies of today's human beings.

In this way, the energy potential available to humans is 
increasing, and the energy source which was formerly distributed 
through seven main centers (the chakras) is now concentrated in 
three centers — the right side mental center, the heart center and 
the cosmic center. 

First supraluminary center 

Second supraluminary center

Right side mental center

Right side heart center

Right side cosmic center

 

The centers of the right side consciousness 
 related to the new genetic code
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reactions becomes permeated and governed by other, more subtle, 
laws. The quality of vibration, which the vortices of the right side 
consciousness bring about, enables a person to attune to frequen-
cies that are above the ordinary ones of today.

Transition from the left side consciousness to the right side 
consciousness is not abrupt, for it accompanies an entire reorga-
nization of the energy structure of the bodies of the personality 
(mental, emotional and physical-etheric). Gradually a new way 
of looking at facts begins to emerge, replacing the former, more 
restricted and selfish way. One immediate outcome is that the 
awakening of the right side consciousness links a human being to 
laws that are more subtle than the law of karma, especially the 
higher law of evolution. The person enters a current into which 
the harmony in the universes can merge without impediment. 
Right side consciousness is based on communion and brings out 
the peaceful nature in beings, thus making it possible to vibrate on 
supraphysical and cosmic levels.
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energy focused on such a dense level and the raising of this energy 
will mean a much greater expansion of consciousness. 

Centers	of	the		 Chakras	that	are	being	absorbed	
right	side	consciousness	 into	the	centers	of	the		
	 right	side	consciousness

Right side mental center Head center 
 Ajna center  
 Throat center 

Right side heart center Throat center  
 Heart center 
 Solar plexus center

Right side cosmic center Solar plexus center  
 Sacral center  
 Base of spine center

The relationship of the right side consciousness  
centers to the chakras

The raising of the energy in these centers of a human being 
is a natural outcome of the shift in polarization of consciousness. 
Therefore, nothing should be done to induce it. On the outer lev-
els, the complete transfer from the former chakra system to the 
right side consciousness circuitry comes about through a sponta-
neous uplifting of energy, from the quelling of the ego and from 
the renunciation of free will. In this way, the forces of the ego 
become integrated into the energies of the soul, which makes it 
easier for individuals to acquire more self-control and to contact 
supraphysical laws, especially the higher law of evolution. 

This brief account can give one an idea of the effect these 
transformations have upon transcending the law of karma. 
Everything that ties human beings to the chain of actions and 
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Part  5

Karma in the  
Life of the Planets

 



Ties That Go beyond 
the Ages

In the same way that human beings, in their profound and 
nonmaterial essence, are spirits or monads, a celestial body is a 
logos, a nucleus of consciousness and pure energy. Each logos 
develops and has reached a specific evolutionary stage. This 
accounts for the differences among celestial bodies. 

The logos of the Earth governs its evolution according to 
its highest purpose of existence and it encompasses everything 
that is present in its sphere. However, despite this guidance and 
the intense work of the spiritual Hierarchies in charge of fulfilling 
this purpose, outer life of the Earth has reached an acute level of 
conflict because of humanity's misuse of free will.

A planet is more than a mere celestial body; it is a universe 
composed of several worlds, levels and dimensions. It gradually 
comes into being through the convergence of currents of life that 
have their origin in diverse points of the cosmos, especially in the 
solar system to which it belongs. 

The conflicts that are taking place now on Earth stem from 
various causes, such as: 

 karmic debts engendered by the planet and by the solar 
system, which have to be offset; 

 the heterogeneous way the Earth was inhabited in the 
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quelled much of the spiritual progress it could have attained by 
failing to develop all the inner human resources available to it. 

This self-imposed limitation continues until today and is 
evident in the difficulty individuals find in letting go of familiar 
levels of consciousness to enter into new planes.

Cancer, a planetary disease, has come to purify human 
beings and to neutralize their ancient wrongdoing. As science 
keeps these planetary diseases in check and they cease to be fatal, 
new ones appear, such as AIDS, while many other diseases are still 
undetected. 

Certain epidemic diseases act as instruments of judgment4  
causing many people to disincarnate. Epidemics are one of the 
means used by nature to restore the order that was lost on the 
planet due to overpopulation. Many of those who disincarnate 
through such diseases enter the subtle levels in a kind of prolonged 
deep sleep until the door of a new planetary situation is opened to 
them. However, this is not the general rule.

The Earth is paying off its grossest karmic debts by means 
of epidemics and other forms of selection. This becomes a way for 
the Earth to prepare for new cycles governed by a higher, nonma-
terial evolution.

At first glance one might be led to think that the spiri-
tual Hierarchies could give greater assistance to the long-suffering 
humanity of the surface of the Earth. However, one must bear in 
mind the dependency that humans have developed on the law 
of karma. As humanity rises above this sphere it will be able to 
receive greater gifts. These gifts have always been awaiting it. For 
example, one could recall the New Testament accounts of Mary 
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present evolutionary cycle. Beings who transmigrated to 
the Earth came from different areas of the universe and 
not all of them had positive experiences before becom-
ing human. So they brought unresolved antagonisms and 
deep traumas with them;

 the fact that the human races which have been living 
together on the Earth still have karmic accounts to settle, 
as can be seen by their behavior. Acute differences remain 
unresolved and these give rise to the numerous wars and 
chronic hostilities.

As it experienced its stages of evolution, humanity con-
tinued reinforcing its choice of free will. As it lost contact with 
states of purity, its karma tended to become progressively heavier. 
Nevertheless, these deviations always occurred within the limits 
permitted by higher laws that prevail over the realities governed 
by lower laws.

One of the outcomes of this intensification of human karma 
on Earth, which is an non-sacred planet,1 was the appearance of 
diseases intended to bring about collective purging. The first one, 
syphilis, arose in ancient Lemuria2 as the consequence of sexual 
promiscuity among primitive humans, and between humans and 
animals. 

Tuberculosis was another planetary disease. It came up in 
Atlantis3 as an element to restore balance. At that time humanity 
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1 Non-sacred	planet. A planet which has not yet fully incorporated the aspects and 
attributes of the logoic solar consciousness, therefore it radiates conflictive energy on 
denser levels of vibration.
2 Lemuria.	A continent that has disappeared. A large part of it is located on the bed 
of what is now the Pacific Ocean. During the Lemurian age human beings developed 
their physical body.
3 Atlantis. A continent that has disappeared. Most of it lies on the bed of the present 
Atlantic Ocean. During the Atlantean age, which followed the Lemurian Age, human 
beings developed their emotional body.

4 Judgment. A process of selection whereby the vibrations of a specific sphere 
become homogeneous and attune to a new evolutionary cycle. Logoic conscious-
nesses and elevated entities carry out judgment seeking the higher good of all.



The Karma of the  
Evolving Kingdoms on Earth

Not only humankind, but also the creatures of all the king-
doms of nature and all the particles of the tangible world, have 
karmic debits and credits.

While human beings have individual karma, the situation 
is different for the subhuman kingdoms. Except for the animals 
closer to individualization5 that reincarnate and begin to build 
their souls, the evolution of animals, plants and minerals is based 
on the karma of the species to which they belong, as well as the 
karma of the matter that makes up their physical bodies. 

According to the law of karma, each being of the subhuman 
kingdoms receives a part of the retribution for the interaction that 
the whole species carries out with the universe. Furthermore, for 
each animal, plant or mineral species there is a regent-entity that 
acts as transformer of the energies flowing between the group 
soul6 and the beings of the respective species. Extremely elevated 
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Magdalene and of Paul of Tarsus, the life of Saint Augustine and 
many others, who broke out of fairly dense vibratory conditions 
and in the same incarnation reached levels of communion with 
cosmic realities and with members of these Hierarchies.

In its present phase the Earth is receiving strong impulses for 
human beings to seek these gifts. This will only happen more fully 
when the dissonant deeds of these last eras have been balanced. 
The forces of nature, also guided by elevated consciousnesses, will 
intervene in a powerful way to bring about this balance. Each indi-
vidual will receive the exact measure of return for transgressions 
committed, because the law of karma is precise and just.

With this global purification the Earth will change its vibra-
tory level and it will be able to follow other laws that shape the 
ascending evolution of the planets. From then on the Earth will 
be among the planets that consciously share, preserve and deepen 
cosmic fraternity. 
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5 Individualization. The formation of the individualized soul which takes place 
through the transition of a monad from the animal kingdom to the human king-
dom.
6 Group	soul. Nucleus through which the essence of the beings that evolve in the 
mineral, plant and animal kingdoms is expressed and enters into contact with physi-
cal levels. A group soul receives the experiences of each being in that group, synthe-
sizes them and shares these experiences with all the others.



thoughts and their cruel slaughter of animals have a negative 
repercussion on the inner nuclei of the species. Although for the 
animal kingdom this is partly a repayment of karmic debts owed 
the human kingdom, its consequences are serious. These debts 
were incurred during bygone ages when gigantic animals deci-
mated primitive humanity, not only on the physical, but also on 
the etheric and astral levels.

However, some human beings are slowly becoming aware of 
the help that should be given to the animal kingdom. Today many 
animals are preparing to enter the human kingdom in a future 
cycle, so they are beginning to form individual souls. These souls 
develop favorably in nonviolent conditions and protected from 
contact with the dense vibrations of an environment of sexual 
promiscuity among humans.

Animals that are preparing for their individualization require 
differential treatment. Their relationship with human beings must 
be fraternal, so as to become imbued with the state of conscious-
ness that will be their next evolutionary level. Their development 
is greatly enhanced in environments where instinctive forces are 
not commonplace, where there is order and where life is guided by 
unconditional love. Such environments make it easier for the ani-
mal to shift its focus from the sacral area to the heart and mental 
areas. The nuclei of these higher areas will serve as a basis for the 
evolving soul to mature serenely. 



The plant kingdom has been able to fulfill its purpose  
for existence on Earth in a special way; consequently, it can  
contribute greatly to the karmic balancing that the planet is cur-
rently undergoing. This kingdom has a meaningful role in the 
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solar consciousnesses, which coordinate the application of the law 
of karma on the level of the solar system, work with this regent-
entity. 

In the human kingdom each individual receives retribution 
for his or her deeds and a part of the requital for the deeds of 
humanity as a whole. This process is different in the subhuman 
kingdoms for in their case each being is ‘the whole species.’

The role of humanity is of utmost importance because the 
subhuman kingdoms seek to become the human kingdom, a goal 
they will attain someday, somewhere in the cosmos. Humankind 
acts as the intermediary between the beings of those kingdoms 
and the emanations of the spiritual kingdom. However, humans 
are usually inclined toward tendencies of involution. Because of 
this they direct the life currents of these kingdoms toward ques-
tionable aims and, in doing so, they aggravate their own karma.

Humankind builds a heavy karmic debt by being directly or 
indirectly involved in polluting the soil, water and air, in devastat-
ing forests and in slaughtering millions of animals. Even persons 
with lofty aspirations have actually contributed to this state of 
things. However, those who choose to balance these debts will be 
able to do so in good time.

Energy flows with special intensity over those who have 
decided to change the conditions that keep them imprisoned. The 
consequences of unbalanced actions committed in the past can 
be offset by carrying out opposite actions. Even though the deeds 
might have been serious, one must keep in mind that divine mercy 
never fails. The well-known law states, “The last shall be first.”

According to esoteric science, negative and dense thoughts 
and words are greatly responsible for the destructive occurrences 
in nature and for the savagery of subhuman creatures. The aggres-
siveness emanated by humans, their hateful and destructive 
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in this kingdom and it will have a deeper interaction with the 
other kingdoms. 

Minerals are currently undergoing an intense process of 
becoming more subtle and in the future cycle they will be recog-
nized as focal points for extra-planetary energies. Once it reaches a 
more balanced stage, humanity will no longer use crystals, stones 
and metals in a distorted manner and will be able to work and 
cooperate with the mineral kingdom in an evolutionary way.



A large part of the chemical elements that make up miner-
als and the bodies present on this planet have radioactive nuclides 
in a proportion that is carefully controlled by the Intelligences 
that govern nature. These radioactive elements are the result of 
the condensation of cosmic forces introduced into matter and 
not assimilated by it. They are transformed in cyclic processes 
in which the excess cosmic forces are absorbed into matter, until 
they reach the non-radioactive stage

Causing an imbalance in the proportion of radioactive to 
non-radioactive particles interferes in the ability of the material 
substratum of the planet to receive and process sidereal forces. For 
this reason, humans cause a change in the Earth's interaction with 
extra-planetary life when they manipulate atomic energy.

Paul Brunton7 has pointed out that scientists have actually 
destroyed the atom, the prime matter created and used by God 
to form the universe. Brunton explains that releasing destructive 
forces and casting them into the world has brought degenerating 
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transmutation of etheric vibrations. It has not attained even 
higher fulfillment because of the density of the psychic field of 
the present civilization. However, the plant kingdom is not free 
of negative karma, as one can perceive from the destruction it has 
suffered all over the world.

With the purification and judgment underway throughout 
the planet, some species that do not correspond to the future 
vibration to be instated in the plant kingdom will cease to exist. 
Others, having completed their cycles of service, will also dis-
appear. After this karmic balance and the renewal of species, 
communication between humans and plants will be deepened. 
Agriculture, which at present is targeted solely toward providing 
for human sustenance, will be replaced with collaboration that is 
reciprocal and creative.

Because it has fulfilled its part in the current phase of the 
Plan of Evolution for the Earth, the plant kingdom has opened a 
way to higher levels of existence, a path that will be followed by 
the other kingdoms in the future.



As it evolves, the mineral kingdom develops the ability to be 
selective. It does this when it expresses the wide range of its speci-
mens and provides unique characteristics for each one through the 
precise interaction of atoms and molecules.

The karmic situation of the mineral kingdom is the same 
as that of matter itself. The mineral kingdom carries considerable 
karmic debts. These can be seen in the contamination of the envi-
ronment caused by human beings, as well as in the transformation 
wrought by the forces of nature on the crust of the Earth. After 
the complete purification of the Earth, new forms will be molded 
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[Burdett, NY, USA: Larson Publications, 1986].



Hierarchies and therefore this kingdom does not generate karma. 
The functional structure of the devic kingdom is also strati- 
fied. Each devic echelon is in charge of specific and complementary 
tasks, such as: to receive and transmit archetypal ideas, to build 
etheric molds for the materialization of these ideas, to constantly 
adjust created patterns to the original norm and to destroy obso-
lete patterns.

Devas and angels inhabit supraphysical planes. They evolve 
by carrying out the purpose that they are given to know, and not 
by acquiring experience in any temporal succession of events. They 
do not seek results in their work because they are not involved in 
what they do. Their field of consciousness is free from bonds, 
attachments and distortions, which helps them remain outside of 
the sphere of the law of karma. Therefore this kingdom is a vital 
point of reference for human beings.

Humanity's conscious relationship with the kingdom of 
devas is essential for the fulfillment of the Plan of Evolution but it 
requires utmost purity. This relationship will be developed more 
extensively in the coming cycle of the Earth when humanity will 
have become more subtle, for only those who are free of personal 
ties and who are already moving toward the spiritual kingdom can 
unrestrictedly build this relationship.

The spiritual and the divine kingdoms, like the kingdom of 
devas, evolve outside of the sphere of the law of karma. A large 
part of the inner Hierarchies of the planet, and even beyond, 
belong to these kingdoms. With the global transformations now 
underway, the spiritual kingdom will be able to flourish more 
freely on the surface of the Earth in a future cycle.

Up until now, only a minimal part of these sublime king-
doms and these Hierarchies has been revealed and perceived by 
humanity. Those who belong to the spiritual and divine kingdoms 
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forces into the midst of humanity. He alerts us to the fact that 
even peaceful commercial use of nuclear energy in reactors is 
potentially devastating and security measures are unable to avert 
this threat.



Because of the current density of the Earth, most people 
understand very little about the elemental kingdom and have 
only very general notions about the forces that make up this king-
dom. When stimulated to carry out tasks, these forces can take 
on the form of beings, some of which are called the elementals of 
the earth, water, fire and air. In the future, humanity will have a 
deeper knowledge of these elementals.

We know today that since these elemental forces are intrin-
sic to the different levels of consciousness, the elemental kingdom 
is not following the Plan of Evolution closely and each time it 
moves away from the goals of the plan, it incurs karmic debt. 

The elemental kingdom is at the base of the Earth's evolu-
tionary chain and works together with the other kingdoms. Its 
karmic balance is almost always brought about by the violent 
action of the etheric energies coming from both the cosmos and 
the center of the Earth to adjust the vibratory pattern of the 
earthly substance to the pattern determined by the planetary 
regent. The use of nuclear technology and weapons by human 
beings deters the elemental kingdom's karmic balance. 



The kingdom of the devas, including the angelic beings, 
responds perfectly to the designs of the planetary and cosmic 
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Governance of the  
Law of Karma over  
the Planets 

The law of karma carries out an equilibrating role in human 
beings and also throughout the universe of matter. Therefore, 
planets that exist in this sphere go through the stage of being 
governed by this law prior to entering a higher evolutionary state. 
Some planets have already fulfilled this stage and have acquired 
the knowledge that takes them beyond material boundaries. 
In this galaxy, the Earth, which is the planet with the heaviest 
karma, resists purification. The other planets are waiting for the 
Earth to advance so that all may share a better destiny. 

The law of karma only governs the planets that are evolv-
ing on the physical, astral and mental levels. Other planets of the 
solar system, besides Earth, are also evolving on these levels, but 
they have developed in harmony with their spiritual goals; thus, 
although their karma exists, it is not so confining. Some planets in 
this same solar system interact intensely with laws other than the 
law of karma. These planets are in what could be called a state of 
vigil and they have no physical life.

When the time comes, there will be different pathways for 
human beings to transmigrate from this planet. When Jesus spoke 
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are no longer confined to the successive stages of initiation of 
human ascent; they have surpassed all this and live under broader 
laws.

The nonmaterial and impersonal attributes and tasks of 
the Hierarchies have been presented in an almost concrete way 
so that the human mind could grasp them and thus humanity of 
the surface of the Earth could consciously approach the spiritual 
level. However, as human beings broaden their mental horizons, 
after this preparatory stage they will be able to be in the presence 
of the essence of the Hierarchies without so many veils and per-
sonifications.

As long as humans cannot go beyond the material laws 
by themselves, the spiritual Hierarchies guide, protect and assist 
them. Once they are able to become uplifted, the Hierarchies 
shower gifts on them and make them their collaborators. This  
acting-together-with the Hierarchies dissolves the karma gener-
ated during the Earth's past and prepares the human kingdom for 
the freedom of the Cosmic Man.8 
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8 Cosmic	Man. Also called the Eighth Monad, Monadic Regent or Regent-Avatar, 
this is the deepest nucleus of the being. In some areas of mysticism it has also been 
called the Father.



universes and adjusting them, and all beings in them, to the per-
fection of higher and broader laws. 
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of the many mansions of his Father's House, he might have been 
talking about this diversity of worlds, with their different forms 
of bringing about equilibrium. 

The karma of planet Earth can be lightened by liberating  
the karma of the beings who inhabit its environs. As we have  
seen, this can be done in the human kingdom by continually  
making thoughts, feelings and actions more altruistic and less  
self-centered. This is easy to understand but not so easy to carry 
out. Nevertheless, it becomes more feasible when certain changes 
begin to take place, such as the awakening of one's right side con-
sciousness, the implanting of the new genetic code in humanity 
and the alignment of the Earth with higher laws.

The law of karma is linked to the stage in which the Earth 
needed a great deal of external help in order to evolve. Had it not 
been for this help, the planet would have disintegrated. A planet 
that is still governed by the law of karma must balance its trans-
gressions and since planetary progress is cyclical, the planet gener-
ally falls back into the same kind of error. On the other hand, the 
planets governed by the higher law of evolution follow an unin-
terrupted path of ascent because they do not relapse into former 
disharmonies. 

Under the higher law of evolution, planets learn through 
experience. And with each lesson they overcome limitations and 
progress. On the other hand, the planets under the law of karma 
tend to repeat errors until the time of judgment, such as the one 
that the Earth is about to undergo. Times of judgment are needed 
to separate what gives way to involution from that which can be 
rescued for higher levels of existence. 

The rhythm of the cosmos is vibrant; it does not yield to 
stagnation. An omnipresent Intelligence guides all that exists 
toward expansion, continually changing the configuration of the 
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A New Stage

If we were to consider the possibility of the life of this 
humanity becoming transformed according to a natural rhythm, 
we would find the chances to be minimal. Nevertheless, deep 
within each human being there pulses a certainty of something that 
is hovering, something that is not really perceived. No one knows 
how this something will be manifested, but it will renew the face 
of the Earth.

The planet is approaching a new stage of life. This is not a 
utopian idea; it is a perception based on truth. This new stage is 
not implanted through human merit, therefore we can say that a 
part of earthly life has already gone beyond karma.

Life beyond karma, so long awaited by all, will not come 
about through social, political or ideological movements. The new 
Earth is really a state of consciousness that already exists and that 
is awaiting the right time for it to surface.

Many will already find this new life within themselves as 
they recognize that the current civilization has fallen into com-
plete decadence. Moreover, there are those who are treading the 
spiritual path inwardly, without being aware of it. The change 
will be a natural step that they will take without resisting or 
wavering. The new life has already silently permeated their being. 
Unperceived, it has taken root and radiates its energies.
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The new human beings will disengage themselves from proj-
ects for personal fulfillment and will strive to discover what can 
lead them to fullness as cosmic beings. They will seek to contact 
the inner essence that expands limits and helps them to transcend 
their human and sectarian aspects. Their lives will express service, 
love and will, for the sake of perpetuating the Light.

In the new stage, to find one's essence will be more than 
mere aspiration; it will be a living reality. There will be no ail-
ments. Small disharmonies will be balanced through contact with 
healing energies radiated from natural and supernatural sources 
that will be well-known to humanity. 

All will be aware of the task they came to fulfill on Earth as 
part of a broad Plan of Evolution. They will learn how to control 
the winds, the rains and the flow of the waters. They will cooper-
ate consciously with interplanetary harmony, where higher laws 
govern the course of events and the structuring of forms.

The members of this new humanity will share mental unity, 
fruit of contact with intuitive levels of consciousness. The sense 
of separateness will give way to an awareness of the oneness of 
existence. 

Human beings will then be consecrated as co-creators of the 
universe. This will come about because they will have transcended 
the law of karma and directed their free will to the choice of the 
divine. They will have recognized themselves as part of a sidereal 
world. They will be consciously living their own, ever more lumi-
nous, inner reality.
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Without any apparent reason, some people discover that they 
can no longer go on acting as they used to and thus they begin to 
free themselves from the law of karma. Without knowing how, 
they become receptive to higher things that they denied in the 
past. They perceive clarity, equilibrium and attunement with uni-
versal harmony flourishing within them. Their lives are absorbed 
into wider spheres. They are drawn toward something they had 
always aspired to, even though they never realized it. They over-
come fear and transcend the perception as to what human beings 
can accomplish. A sacred Presence hovers over them.

Today we are at an important stage of this process and we 
have reached a delicate threshold. The physical substance of the 
Earth is turning into light to receive this new life. Therefore, trans-
formations are occurring and an inner call is reverberating strongly 
once again. The flow of the great current will not be interrupted. 
The planet will enter the cosmic path that awaits it.



The next stage in the evolution of humanity began to be 
formed thousands of years ago. Now the time of its coming is 
assured and inevitable, despite appearances to the contrary. The 
vestments of the new humans have been woven on the inner 
levels of the planet and some have already learned how to wear 
them. This expansion will enable humans to express impartial-
ity, neutrality and universality. They will be aware of the All and 
will treat fellow beings fraternally, whether they be in corporeal 
sheaths or already clothed in light, like the many extraterrestrial 
visitors who make themselves known in the skies. Humanity of 
the surface of the Earth will finally be able to radiate cristic love 
and to serve on various planets. 
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Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth;

the first heaven and the first earth had disappeared now,

and there was no longer any sea…

Then I heard a loud voice call from the throne,

“You see this city? Here God lives among men.

He will make his home among them;

they shall be his people,

and he will be their God;

His name is God-with-them.

He will wipe away all tears from their eyes;

there will be no more death

and no more mourning or sadness.

The world of the past has gone.”

     Revelation 21:1-4 9 
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 unVeiLeD SeCreTS — iberah and Anu Tea  (SegreDoS DeSVeLADoS — iberah e 

Anu Tea)
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1999

 The DiVine TouCh  (ToQue DiVino)

 BiTS FroM heAVen CoLLeCTion  (CoLeÇÃo PeDAÇoS De CÉu)

 AroMAS FroM SPACe  (AroMAS Do eSPAÇo)

 A neW LiFe AWAiTS You  (noVA ViDA BATe À PorTA)

 More LighT on The horiZon  (MAiS LuZ no horiZonTe)

 The CoSMiC CAMPAniLe  (CAMPAnÁrio CÓSMiCo)

 We LACK noThing  (nADA noS FALTA)

 SACreD MYSTerieS  (SAgrADoS MiSTÉrioS)

 iSLAnDS oF SALVATion  (iLhAS De SALVAÇÃo)

2002

 CALLing huMAniTY  (uM ChAMADo eSPeCiAL)
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 BASeS oF The FierY WorLD — indications for Contacts with Supraphysical Worlds  

(BASeS Do MunDo ArDenTe — indicações para Contato com os Mundos 

Suprafísicos)

 ConTACTS WiTh An inTrATerreSTriAL MonASTerY  (ConTAToS CoM uM 

MonASTÉrio inTrATerreno)

 oCeAnS CAn heAr  (oS oCeAnoS TÊM ouViDoS)

 The PATh oF The Fire  (A TrAJeTÓriA Do Fogo)

 eSoTeriC LeXiCon  (gLoSSÁrio eSoTÉriCo)

1995

 The LighT WiThin You  (A LuZ DenTro De Ti)

1996

 DoorWAY To A KingDoM  (PorTAL PArA uM reino)

 BeYonD KArMA  (ALÉM Do CArMA)

1997

 We Are noT ALone  (nÃo eSTAMoS SÓS)

 WinDS oF SPiriT  (VenToS Do eSPÍriTo)

 FinDing The TeMPLe  (o enConTro Do TeMPLo)

 There iS PeACe  (A PAZ eXiSTe)

1998

 PATh WiThouT ShADoWS  (CAMinhoS SeM SoMBrAS)

 MeSSAgeS For A LiFe oF hArMonY  (MenSAgenS PArA uMA ViDA De  

hArMoniA)
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Trigueirinho

The Pocket Book Series

The LighT WiThin You

DoorWAY To A KingDoM

We Are noT ALone

WinDS oF SPiriT

FinDing The TeMPLe

There iS PeACe

PATh WiThouT ShADoWS

This is an english translation of a series of seven pocket books 
that were assembled with the aim of summarizing some of the 

information contained in the books published since 1987.  
inspired by these books, spiritual study groups have begun  

gathering in various countries for silent prayer and reflection  
and the development of their inner potential.

each book in this series has a way of sparking the impulse  
to enter the essence of one's being, to become one with the 
inner world.  Although each book is complete in itself and  

independent of the others, together they represent a journey 
directing the reader to a new stage in his or her life. This  

collection is intended for those who feel called to imbue their 
lives with the sublime principles of purification.
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Beyond Karma

originally published in Portuguese under the title: 

Além do Carma

All books by Trigueirinho are available in Portuguese from: 
editora Pensamento Ltda. 

rua Dr. Mário Vicente 374  

04270-000 São Paulo / SP, Brazil 

Tel: +55-11-271-1399 — Fax: +55-11-272-4770 

email: pensamento@cultrix.com.br 
http://www.pensamento-cultrix.com.br

Spanish translation entitled: 

Más Allá del Karma

All books by Trigueirinho are available in Spanish from:  
editorial Kier S.A. 
Avda. Santa Fe 1260  

1059 Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Tel: +54-11-4811-0507 — Fax: +54-11-4811-8588 

email: info@kier.com.ar — http://www.kier.com.ar
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The Mystery of the Cross  

in the Present  

Planetary Transition

Planet Earth is now going through  an Initiation.  

This is characterized by surrender and crucifixion.  

For this reason, the symbol of the cross   

is so significant for these times.  

When humans break through the veils that separate  

them from the Real, they get a glimpse of eternity.  

The degree of understanding attained depends  

on their level of consciousness.
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A book that clarif ies Destiny

Beyond Karma

As human beings grow in consciousness, their

understanding of the law of karma also grows. They no

longer see it as a mere instrument to compensate for past

errors, but recognize it as an infallible means to fulfill the

higher goal of life. They begin to notice that the law of

karma is present on various levels of existence and that it

functions in different ways. And so they begin to

cooperate with it intelligently. They are no longer

performers of their destiny, but effective assistants of

evolution, true co-creators.
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